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About This Game

Bully: Scholarship Edition takes place at the fictional New England boarding school, Bullworth Academy, and tells the story of
mischievous 15-year-old Jimmy Hopkins as he goes through the hilarity and awkwardness of adolescence. Beat the jocks at
dodge ball, play pranks on the preppies, save the nerds, kiss the girl and ultimately navigate the social hierarchy in the worst

school around.

Includes the complete soundtrack, featuring 26 original tracks.
After purchase and download you can locate the soundtrack in your Steam folder here:

[Steam\steamapps\common\bully scholarship edition\Bully Original Soundtrack].
The Steam folder is typically found under C:\Program Files\Steam
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Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Rockstar New England
Publisher:
Rockstar Games
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2008
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What more to say, the game is a classic. A true Rockstar experience. Be aware, the game is old so it may have problems running
on the new Windows systems.. Bad PC Port But a great game. The game is not optimized for Windows 10, constantly crashes!
. Crashes after about 15 min of play without fail, and as of right now Rockstar refuses to acknowledge the issue, yet still sell the
game. I love this game to death but don't buy it until they fix it.. My personal favourite game ever.

- A very alive and breathing open world
- Genuinely funny dialog and story
- Extremely entertaining combat

Only bad thing is that it is optimized badly for newer systems. Though recently I haven't had any problems it has happened in
the past. This is a game everyone should play at least once

10\/10. I'll be very honest that this is not a good port.
Especially in 2019, the graphics are dated, plenty of random crashes and the game is damn near unplayable without a Game
Controller. Graphics are definitely dated. Music and sounds while good, have this distinctive low fidelity quality to them.

Yet despite all the issues it has, it is a very charming open-world adventure especially because of its School settings. This is a
game where you can live out your fantasies of kissing girls, beating up random students or skip classes (which is not
recommended because actually attending classes which are a bunch of minigames by the way can help raise your stats, and help
in loads of other ways during the main game.)

The story and dialogue can sometimes feel a little awkward because the main protagonist claims to be helping the school, but
half of the missions have you terrorizing people and generally being a nuisance which is fun, but the pacing sometimes feel all
over the place.

Missions in Bully definitely feel alot easier compared to the GTA games and I never had any issues with most of them. In fact
I'm more worried that the game would crash mid-way during a mission forcing you to restart again which happened more often
than I'd like.

Overall Rating: 7.0 \/ 10
While not a good port with plenty of crashes, this is still very fun for anyone who enjoys a good open world game and is
especially charming because of its School setting. Remember to save often to avoid heartaches.. A very well made and fun game
that still stands up pretty well today, just make sure you get the sp 1.200 patch so it will run on windows 10 without crashing to
desktop. The game just keeps crashing for no reason on Windows 10 even Compatibility Settings adjusted. Disconsidering this
it is one of the best games made by Rockstar.. Jimmy Hopkins is a good kid!
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Game kept crashing after I kissed the fat girl. Moral of the story? Fat girls don't deserve love.

Seriously though, you gotta hit the ole Google machine to figure out how to fix this game because it just doesn't work on
Windows 10. Once you manage to fix that, the game is awesome.
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